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2467, Brunswick, GA. (Tidwell County). 
1-day Jacob BuFaye looked in horror as his 
daughter Ana BuFaye (3) had ran a pitchfork
into her foot.
It must have been laying around while he, Jr.
BuFaye (son/brother) & the other workers 
were tending to the farm chores.
Off to the hospital they went.

ER Dr. Lehrman, nurses/staff, police & a 
social worker all greeted them.
Fantasia “Fannie” BuFaye (wife/mom, 
literature teacher, nee Preston) got full 
instructions how to tend to the injury.
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Untitled
Sheriff Greg Lent was dealing with Clint 
Tidwell who wanted the Preston Farm 
Eminent Domain because of several yrs. of 
unpaid property taxes.
There was quite a historical side to this 
property.
2469, Ana Bufaye (5) seems to be scared of 
a lot of things.
Helena Bufaye (13) her sister who sleeps in 
the same room makes nighttime feel a little 
safer.
Outside their window is an evil looking man
who stares up at Helena.
2471, Who is & what happed to Cooter?
Helena Bufaye (15) had won the $500 pies, 
cakes & cobblers contest.
Mr. Lamont Burke (Barbecue Pitt owner) 
also won $500 for his BBQ entry.
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Sheriff Greg Lent & Deputy Sheriff Kate 
Langston were on the scene as PPL were 
being rushed to the hospital because of food 
poisoning salmonosas food poisoning.
Ana (7), & Jack BuFaye (son/brother) were 
still alive.
Chymes (daughter) did not make it.

Who would survive & who will perish?

Warning: This book is for adults only & 
contains profanity. It may be offensive to 
some readers.
I did not receive any type of compensation 
for reading & reviewing this book. While I 
receive free books from publishers & 
authors, I am under no obligation to write a 
positive review. Only an honest one.
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A very awesome book cover, great font & 
writing style. A very well written 
paranormal book. It was very easy for me to 
read/follow from start/finish & never a dull 
moment. There were no grammar/typo 
errors, nor any repetitive or out of line 
sequence sentences. Lots of exciting 
scenarios, with several twists/turns & a large
set of unique characters to keep track of. 
This could also make another great 
paranormal movie, or better yet a mini TV 
series. There is no doubt in my mind this is a
very easy rating of 5 stars.

Thank you for the free author; the Muses' 
Port; The Unholy Pursuit Saga, LLC.; 
Amazon Digital Services LLC; book
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